Airways Freight Corporation was founded in 1980, and is a full service domestic and international air forwarder, truck brokerage, ocean forwarder, and customs brokerage operation. Airways provides a full range of operational services to our sales agents and customers. From initial booking of a shipment through intensive origin-to-destination monitoring, culminating in final delivery, invoicing and subsequent accounting processes, the highly experienced operational staff of Airways will give each shipment our renowned personal touch.

There is no down time in today’s global economy. That’s why we offer you around the clock availability to our staff, providing up-to-the-minute status of your shipment. From pick up to delivery, no one keeps you better informed than Airways—regardless of your freight’s origin, destination or schedule. Utilizing state of the art tracking systems via satellite, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Internet, and traditional telecommunications technologies, we constantly monitor your freight through all phases of the shipping process — we’re never out of touch with your vital cargo.
Those aligned with Airways Freight possess the capability to take advantage of opportunity every time it presents itself…not everyone can say that.

Deadlines, deals, decisions & demand know only the 24 hour clock therefore availability must be ever vigilant. Airways Freight is available when you need them most.
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Deadlines, deals, decisions & demand know only the 24 hour clock therefore availability must be ever vigilant. Airways Freight is available when you need them most.

Dependability

Dependability is based on past experience, present performance, and future planning. At Airways Freight, our record speaks for itself and our intentions boldly proclaim “dependability.”

Flexibility

Flexibility is old school verbiage for thinking outside the box. At Airways Freight, we believe that boxes are for cargo not people with new ideas. We are listening.

Airways Freight is a freight forwarding company established in 1980, and committed to the goal of fulfilling the needs of our customers, our agents, our vendors, and our employees in such a way as to create confidence, trust and partnership in the process of moving worldwide cargo by land, air and sea.
All too often in the shipping business there are companies that are eager to explain their limitations. They will spend minutes of your valuable time telling you about cutoffs, lock-outs, cargo door size limits, weight restrictions, and so on before finally convincing you that what you want just can’t be done. As a result, you end up losing productivity, time and money because of their inability to create choices for you. Airways is not one of those companies.

The flexibility of our network, coupled with a team comprised of a surprising number of decades-long experience will deliver proven resolution to your biggest shipping challenges. Whether it is high volume same-day product distributions, or a machine that doesn’t need to be there until next week – when you call on Airways, we will quickly provide you with a variety of options that allow you to decide which is best for you – not the other way around.

Unlimited Options

Advantages

✔ Team Mentality
✔ An extension of your shipping department
✔ Understand cost of down-time
✔ No size, weight, time, service limitations
✔ Shipping options offered where appropriate
✔ Any time service – we’re always open
✔ Average tenure with Airways = 10 years +
✔ Unprecedented personal care
It's nice when moving your goods economically doesn't always mean your delivery schedules have to suffer. Shipping by ground is frequently more desirable for a variety of reasons. We will consult with you to determine the least expensive mode of transport, while meeting or exceeding your every requirement – something you don’t get with every shipping company.

### Economy with Maximum Assurance

- It's nice when moving your goods economically doesn’t always mean your delivery schedules have to suffer. Shipping by ground is frequently more desirable for a variety of reasons. We will consult with you to determine the least expensive mode of transport, while meeting or exceeding your every requirement – something you don’t get with every shipping company.

### Equipment Options

- LTL/Scheduled service
- Cargo vans
- Straight trucks
- Trailers
- Reefers
- Flatbeds
- Logistical trailers
- Tankers
- Intermodal
- Hazardous materials
- Oversize loads
- Permits
- Escorts

### Advantages

- **Exclusive use vehicles:** Tell us what we’re moving, and we’ll recommend a truck to match the load requirements. No better control and security, and quite affordable for heavy loads on long hauls. Quickset routing method for many short to medium distances.

- **Premium scheduled services for shipments with less than restrictive delivery deadlines.**
We Know Air Freight

Our company roots are firmly planted in air cargo. We are named in its honor, and we know it front and back. With an incredible array of options available for the movement of air freight, the possibilities are limited only by the freight industry as a whole.

Service Offerings

- Weekend and holiday service
- No size or weight restrictions
- Time specific pick-ups and deliveries
- Residential
- Inside
- Liftgate service
- Multiple delivery personnel
- Minor equipment set-up
- Packing and unpacking
- Packing debris removal
- Secure warehousing and storage

Equipment Options

Exclusive Use Aircraft

When every moment counts. Same day service with the highest degree of security and assurance.

Commercial & Cargo Flights

Thousands of flights per day nationwide that will get those important packages to you on your schedule – not theirs.

Priority Levels

- Exclusive use aircraft-fixed or rotary wing
- Same day (next flight out)
- Next day
- Second day
- Deferred air
International shipping can be detailed and complicated. The Airways difference is in the details. With in-house licensed customs brokers, decades of experience and an eager willingness to consult with our customers, your experience with Airways will leave you feeling confident that you made the right choice.

Value added to meet every requirement

International shipping can be detailed and complicated. The Airways difference is in the details. With in-house licensed customs brokers, decades of experience and an eager willingness to consult with our customers, your experience with Airways will leave you feeling confident that you made the right choice.

Value-Added Services
- Buyers/Sellers Consolidation
- Off-Shore Order Fulfillment
- Off-Shore Product Distribution
- WPM Compliant Packing & Crating
- Marine Cargo Insurance
- Turn-Key Project Management
- TSA Security Compliance
- On-Site Material Handling
- Industry-Leading Cargo Software
- Key Performance Measurements
- 24/7 access to logistics and customs brokerage
- Single source provider of logistics and customs
- Schedule flexibility
- ACE Certified / NEI CCS Certified
- Experienced Logistics & Customs Staff

Customs Services
- In house clearance
- Border Clearance
- Clearance on Arrival
- Remote Filing
- PAPS/PARS/Ace Entry
- Temporary Imports
- Permanent Imports
- Carnet Clearance
- OGA Entries
- NAFTA Entries
- Document Prep Assistance
- AES Filing
- Customs Registration
- ISF Security Filings
- Foreign Duty & Tax Consulting
- License/Carnet Validation
- In Bond Storage
- Customs Class. Consulting

Documentation Services
- Commercial Invoice/packing list
- Letter of Credit Consult & Banking
- Dangerous Goods Documents
- Cargo Labeling
- Certificates of Origin
- Consular Legalizations
- Carnet Generation
- TSA Compliance Documents
- Wood Packing Compliance Docs

International General Services
Expanding Our Reach

When your cargo is heading up north, or south of the border, think of Airways. Regardless of the size or priority, your freight will be given maximum priority to assure the border crossing and final delivery requirements are exceeded. Whether import or export, you’ll be glad you called Airways.

With our expertise in air freight, it was inevitable that our company would expand our borders. An unwavering commitment to the same principles that made us a domestic power, made possible our organic evolution into a full service forwarder with a global reach, capable of meeting any air requirement you may have, anywhere, anytime.
Airways is an FMC Ocean Transport Intermediary (Freight Forwarder, NVOCC trading as AFC Ocean Carriers), as well as a certified C-TPAT participant.

We have selected only the very best overseas agents - each a specialist in their field, so you can be assured that every detail will receive maximum attention. Our customized handling of each shipment, from initial inquiry to final delivery and invoicing is the difference you will experience each time you allow Airways the opportunity to serve you.

A vital part of the world economy

Ocean Freight Services
- Non-containerized freight
- All Sizes & Weights
- Inland Transport & Ground Equipment Cargo Management and Handling
- Flat Rack, Open-Top, High Cube
- Roll-on/Roll-off Carriers

Routing Options
- Door to Door
- Port to Door
- Door to Port
- Port to Port
- Round Trips
- Short & Long-Term Warehousing
- Dangerous Goods
- Tours & Continuous Moves
Exhibit Industry Experts

No one knows trade shows and special events better than Airways. We have carefully built our reputation on countless shows and special projects for over 25 years, and are now recognized as an authority in trade show exhibit transport.

Airways places the world’s transportation network at your fingertips. If it can be moved by land, air or sea, it can be done by our team of tenured and highly experienced trade show professionals. Around the corner or around the world, one show or a complicated schedule of shows, overlapping itineraries, customs clearances, ocean moves, exclusive-use trucks or aircrafts. Virtually no limits are placed on your ability to access the services you require for positive assurance of your event’s success.

Airways has served some of the world’s largest shows as official transportation provider. We know how the system works, and have the experience and relationships in any given city that it takes to get the job done. No matter where you find yourself exhibiting, we’ll get you there on time, and save you money, time and worry in the process.

Special event markets

- Trade Shows
- Demonstrations
- Conferences
- Roadshows
- Workshops
- Caravans
- Roadshows

Strengths and Services

- Warehousing between shows
- Multi-event/multi-exhibit shipping coordination
- Ground/Sea/Air
- Domestic/International
- Official/appointed shipping contractor
- On-site assistance
- Relationships built on confidence and mutual respect
- Resources earned through experience
INDUSTRIES

In today’s industry, there’s more than just your product on the line. We recognize the demands of today’s cost-conscious, efficiency-driven manufacturing. When it comes to managing a successful disaster recovery plan, Airways responds with no-holds-barred shipping solutions to get you up and running quickly. From pulp & paper mills, to automobile manufacturing plants, to web-fed operations and all types of mass production facilities, if you can’t afford down time choose Airways—every time.
INDUSTRIES

UTILITY

In the utility business, we know the effects and costs of down time can be devastating. That’s why nuclear power stations, fossil-fuel and hydro operations, transmission and distribution facilities, as well as their suppliers depend on us. We respond with the time-critical delivery of parts and equipment you demand. Today, Airways is unequaled in the handling of emergency and time-sensitive shipments for utility companies, as well as normal transit air and truck transport.

ANATOMICAL

At Airways, our reputation in time-critical shipping in the medical community is exemplary. We specialize in around-the-clock pick up & delivery in the fields of anatomical harvesting, surgical instruments, special diagnostic equipment, pharmaceuticals, and temperature-sensitive materials. With Airways, you partner with a dedicated operations staff that deals exclusively with the medical and healthcare industry.
PERFORMING ARTS

We understand the unique stresses of working in the entertainment business. The last thing you need to worry about is the delivery of dailies, props, costumes, lighting, instruments or other vital gear. With Airways, you won’t. Rely on our years meeting the time critical demands of dance troupes, symphonies, film productions, concert tours, Broadway and Off-Broadway plays. Whether it’s one critical project or consistent show-to-show shipping, Airways always gets standing ovations.

AIRCRAFT REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

There is no business we relate with better than the aviation industry. We know the demands placed upon you, especially in A.O.G. situations. With our international network of seasoned freight personnel, we’ve solved aviation-related transportation logistics for clients on every continent—from delivering the largest jet engine housings to the smallest, but equally important avionics and equipment. So no matter where you are, no matter when you need it, you can rely on Airways.